Abstract-In this paper, a possibilistic fuzzy entropy clustering algorithm (PFECM) based on unsupervised possibilistic clustering (UPC) algorithm and partition entropy (PE) has been proposed. Meanwhile, an efficient global optimization methodartificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm is introduced to optimize the proposed model. ABC-PFECM has two significant advantages compared with other algorithm. Firstly, it inherited the merits of PFCM including strong robust to noise and exclusion of the consistent clustering. Secondly, ABC-PFECM could eliminate the defects that PFCM is sensitive to the initial value and easily fall into the local optimal solution. Experimental results show splendid performance of our algorithm in decreasing computational complexity, improving clustering accuracy and enhancing global optimization capabilities.
INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy clustering algorithms have well performances in clustering and data expression by enlarging the value range of membership. Recently, it has been active development in this field because of it's strong ability in incomplete, inaccurate, no clear boundaries clustering problem. Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) [1] algorithm invented by Dunn and Bezdek is a perfect and widely used theory in all clustering algorithms based on objective functions [2] . However, because gradient descent algorithm is used to adjust parameters of FCM, the algorithm is sensitive to the initial value and easily falls into the local optimal solution. In addition, FCM algorithm requires the membership sums of the data points in all classes are 1, so the membership matrix can not truly reflect the data relation, and the robustness of the algorithm is poor as a result of sensitivity to noise. To overcome the above defects, Krishnapuram proposed possibilistic C-means clustering (PCM) [3] algorithm by relaxing the constraint conditions and constructing a new objective function. PCM enhances the noise robustness [4] compared to FCM. However, it still cannot avoid the consistency clustering problem due to the algorithm is sensitive to the initial value and easily fall into the local optimal solution. For disadvantages in FCM and PCM mentioned above, possibilistic Fuzzy C-means clustering (PFCM) [5] was presented. PFCM has strong robust to noise, and it will not bring about the defects of coincide clustering. Unfortunately, the algorithm involves too many parameters that need be artificially specified, and it will lead to the algorithm instable.
In this paper, we put forward a new clustering model called improved possibilistic fuzzy entropy clustering (PFECM), and an efficient global optimization method-artificial bee colony algorithm is introduced to optimize the proposed model. PFECM modifies PFCM based on UPC [6] and validity indexes of PE. PFECM takes advantage of the partition entropy [7] functions to solve the instability problem, which is caused by the reason of unknown structure of data, high-dimensional and multi-cluster situation. ABC_PFECM has two outstanding advantages compared with other algorithm. on one hand, the algorithm inherited the benefits of strong robust to noise and exclusion of the consistent clustering, on the other hand, it could also get rid of the defects that PFCM is sensitive to the initial value and easily fall into the local optimal solution. Experimental results show excellent performance of ABC-PFECM in decreasing computational complexity, improving clustering accuracy and enhancing global optimization capabilities.
II. PFCM AND ABC

A. PFCM
FCM is sensitive to the noise and PCM can easily cause the consistent clustering. To avoid these defects, Pal and Bezdek combined two methods and proposed PFCM [5] . 
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It is obvious that PFCM carries forward the merits of FCM and PCM. It has strong robust to noise, and will not lead to the coincide clustering. However, too many parameters need be artificially specified, which will cause the instability to the algorithm, especially i  need lots of training.
B. ABC
FCM ABC is a new swarm intelligence algorithm proposed by Turkish scholars Karaboga in 2005, which is aimed at solving the function optimization problems by simulating the foraging behavior of honey bees [8] . The algorithm has successfully applied to many fields since it has the virtues of simple operation, less parameters, good robustness and excellent global optimization capacity.
There are three types of bees in the ABC algorithm: employed bees, onlooker bees, and scout bees. The employed bees search locally optimal solutions around the neighborhood of its present position; then, they share the information, from which the onlooker bees tend to select good optimal solutions; The scout bees are translated to employed bees and abandon their solutions to search new one once the local optimization keep certain long time.
Employed bees and onlooker bees operate in local searching as below:
Selective probability for onlooker bees:
where SN is the number of employed bees, fitness(i) is the fitness value of the  on experience. Inspired by this, we introduce covariance matrix [9] to set i  and eliminate too much user-defined parameter, which can reflect compact and discrete degree of the data. To some extent, covariance matrix is benefit to decrease computational complexity. Besides, to weaken the instability of the algorithm caused by incognizance in the structure, dimension and class number of data, we put forward PFECM algorithm [10] by introducing partition entropy (PE) [11] into PECM. 
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B. ABC-PFECM
Aiming to solve the defects of PFCM in poor global optimization capabilities, sensitivity to initial values and dependence on parameter [12] , we proposed ABC-PFECM by combining ABC and PFECM. Generate new solution sol by (13) , then Update U, T by (9), (10); ① Update fitness(i) according to the greedy criterion; ② The onlooker bees select their employed bee to follow, based on the probability described as equation (6); ③ If the fitness(i) is still unchanged after limit times, the onlooker bee become scout bee, then a new searching position is needed;
④ Repeat ③-⑥ until iterations or accuracy is satisfied; ⑤ Get cluster centers best V , the corresponding U and cluster result as
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of ABC-PFECM, We conduct several experiments to study the performance of the algorithm. Parameters of ABC-PFECM are set as: m=2, NP=50, limit=30, max cycle=300,  =0.4, which are used in the following experiments.
We conduct numerical experiments on a two-dimensional 12 points data set X12 [13] . Ten points of the data set X12 constitute two diamonds except for the points X6 and X12, symmetrically distributed on both sides of the y-axis. X6 and X12 are noise or outlier equidistant from the two clustering centers. Running FCM, PFECM algorithm respectively, the results are shown in Table I .
As the experimental results show in Table I , the memberships of the points X6 and X12 are 0.5 both in FCM and ABC-PFECM algorithm. However, because the points x6 and x12 are noise or outlier, and far away from the clustering center, the possibility values in ABC-PFETC algorithm are very small. Therefore, ABC-PFECM algorithm carries on the virtues of PFCM algorithm, and has the robustness to noise and outliers.
We change the value of parameter  from 0.1 to 1, and the clustering accuracy of ABC_PFECM on IRIS data set are illustrated in the table II. From the Table II, we acquire parameter  has crucial influence on the clustering accuracy. And we get the value of parameter  when the clustering accuracy of ABC-PFECM is the highest. In addition, the value will be used as the basis for the following experiment.
According to the experimental result above, we take  =0.4, testing the Clustering performance of FCM, PCM, IPFCM(  =0), PFECM,ABC-PFECM algorithms on the UCI standard data sets Iris and wine, respectively. The results were listed in Table III . Iris data set is a four-dimensional data set containing 150 samples with three clusters, well wine is a thirteen-dimensional data set containing 178 samples with three clusters, We carry out experiments on these two data sets. The results in table III demonstrate that PFECM carries forward the benefits of PFCM algorithm, eliminate the problem of generating coincident clusters by adding partition entropy function to objective function of PFCM algorithm. Furthermore, PFECM algorithm receives an illustrious property in high-dimensional and multicluster situation. Introduced ABC algorithm to PFECM, ABC-PFECM avoid the problem of IPFCM sensitive to initial value
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and poor global optimization property of global, indeed improve the clustering accuracy and convergence.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we propose PFECM algorithm by effectively combining PFCM, UPC, and partition entropy. In the PFECM, covariance matrix reflects compact and discrete degree of the data, and is used to eliminate the over-dependence of parameters. By introducing partition entropy, the stability of the algorithm is improved in unfamiliar to the structure of data, high-dimensional and multi-cluster situation. Besides, to figure out the problems about poor global optimization capabilities, sensitivity to initial values and dependence on parameter, ABC algorithm is also introduced to optimize the proposed model. The experimental results demonstrate ABC-PFECM algorithm owing splendid properties in decreasing computational complexity, improving clustering accuracy and enhancing global optimization capabilities.
